
Recoveralls
Non-Surgical Reusable Coverall made with AAMI Level 2 Fabric
Reusable coveralls made with medical-grade barrier fabrics. Made to meet the needs of medical workers, 
while offering barrier protection from fluids. Recoveralls meet CDC guidance for COVID-19 related 
responses, and are designed with extensive input from healthcare professionals.

Recoveralls are a collaborative effort between emergency physicians and apparel designers. They include 
carefully chosen features that balance fit, comfort, convenience, and coverage.

Designed by healthcare professionals, for the frontline

Coverstitch seams
Longer-lasting seams

Washable, fluid-resistant fabric
Densely woven Level 2 medical 
barrier fabric with a fluid-resistant 
finish

Head and neck protection
Designed to be worn with mask 
and eye protection, without 
obstructing  peripheral view

Well-placed pockets
Four convenient pockets, made 
with barrier fabric and reinforced 
for extra durability

Extra long locking zipper
Easy to don and doff, and stays 
securely closed when zipped up

Elastic wrist and ankle cuffs
Minimal openings on the suit

Cinched back
Better fit, and accommodates a 
wider range of body times



Level 2 medical barrier fabric
• PFG Integrity 1800 barrier fabric
• 99% polyester, 1% carbon
• Can withstand 75+ industrial or at home washes
• 1-3 micron fabric mean pore size
• Dense weave fabric, 2.7 oz / sq yd
• Fabric meets AAMI PB70 Level 2 specifications

For liability reasons, we are required to say this coverall is NOT a surgical gown. In a hospital setting, recoveralls 
should be used only in minimal and low-risk situations. Otherwise, it is recommended to use it together with 
standard PPE protocol, such as wearing a gown over the reusable coverall. This coverall alone will not protect 
users from COVID-19, nor does Eclipse Endeavors LLC make any claim that this product will protect users from 
any pathogen.

1. https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/hcp/ppe-strategy/isolation-gowns.html

(919) 473-6338

hello@recoveralls.com

www.recoveralls.com

In response to COVID-19, the CDC recommends 
the following contingency capacity strategies: 1

CDC compliant

Shift gown use towards cloth isolation gowns
Reusable (i.e., washable) gowns are typically made of 
polyester or polyester-cotton fabrics. Gowns made of 
these fabrics can be safely laundered according to 
routine procedures and reused. 

Consider the use of coveralls
Coveralls typically provide 360-degree protection 
because they are designed to cover the whole 
body, including the back and lower legs, and 
sometimes the head and feet as well. 

Why use reusable coveralls?
• Coveralls provide a layer between the wearer and 
the outside world, making it easier to transition 
between work and home
• Disposable coveralls are in short supply and 
uncomfortable to wear for extended periods of 
time
• Reusable coveralls are less expensive than 
disposable coveralls on a per-use basis, more 
environmentally responsible, and increase 
preparedness for unforseeable future needs
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